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It is the aim of this paper to give a preliminary 
survey of a study that has been camed out in 1969 

. and 1970 as a dissertation of the Vienna Institute 
·of Ethnology. The detailed report, to which this 
article is meant to be an introduction, will be pub
lished shortly in the Acta-Ethnologica et Linguistica. 

The follOWing paragraph presents an outline of 
the purpose of the study. In addition to this an at- . 
tempt will be made to provide some insightinto the 
concepts and theoretical orientation tulderlying the 
chosen approach. Next, the kind of material that 
has been used will be summarized br;iefly followed 

by some details on the tribe the material stems 
from. The methodological st.eps taken as well as 
the problems and difficulties . inherent to the 
method will be diS~ed in a further chapter. The 

. same . paragr4ph inclUdes some remarks on the 
statistical techriique that has been· modified for 
the present purpose and gives an outline of the kind 
of results reached. Finally the 'general significance 
of the approach will be discussed suggesting the 
directions of necessary furtherresearch. 

The problem 

Up to now there does not exist an anthropologi
cal s~udy that aims at a morphological analysis of 
the otal literature of a specific tribe as a whole. In 
recent time most of the structural studieS concen
trate on single genres of oral tradition, the basic 

. material being res.tricted to one or more cultures. 
The purpose is usually to get ata structural model 
of the texture or narrative structure. There is a 

, special case with Uvi-Strauss, who not only tries 
. to illuminate the cognitive principles direCting the · 
building of- myth but wants to construct a theory 
of the working 'of the human mind (Levi-Strauss . 

. 1964,1967, 1968).Contrary to Levi Strauss, who 
claims for' his method to create a synthesis of con
tent and form, the method of quantitative analysis 
of manifest data developed best in the Social 
Sciences, content 'analysis, is grounded on a strict 
methodological separation of these two aspects . 
One of the greatest disadvantages of content an'a
lysis as compared with formal structural analysis is 
the requirement of a detailed knowledge of the 
language the texts stem from. It is exactly this 
requirement that can hardly ever be adequately 
fulfilled for non European tribal societies (f.i. · 
Sebeok 1957; Pool 1959; Maranda 1967a, b). 

Recently, tlieholistic asj>'ect of the oral tradition 
of one society has been stressed ag~ by folklorists· 
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(see Jason 1969;414). T:he multidimensional ap
proach proposed seems, however, far too complex 
and time-consuming to be manageable. For the time 
being the only alternative will consist in restricting 
the analysis to one specific dimensi0n - in our case 
the narrative structure of literary oral tradition. 

The study referred to in this paper does not focus 
on a special genre of oral literature but on the 
culture of a Tupi-Guaran{ tribe, the literature of 
whom must be taken as the culturally most intact 
and most evaluated part of the society. The main 
purpose of the research has been to 'provide · a 
structural description of. the texts, serving primarily 
to enlarge the available morphologically analysed 
material for cross cultural comparisons. In addition 
to this, a statistical analysis of the structural units 
and relationships has been 'made, which by proving 
fruitful for a better understanding of the tribal 
culture 'indicates the adequacy of structural cate
gories fo'r anthropological questions. Furthermore, 
a, critical discussion of the approaches of Propp· 
(1968) and Dundes (1964) ~ both most distingUiShed 
authorS of relevant structural studies, has ,been 
given, some' of their results being examined on the 
basis of the present data. To account for a non~ 
structural, comparative .orientation the second part 
of the study presents a motif analysis of the"tribal 
literature, using the well-known Index of Folk
Literature provided by Thompson (19S5~58) as a 
fra,me of reference. Based on a cOJl)plete listing of 
motives for every single tale! indexes according to 
topic ' and alphabet have been constructed, sum~ 
marized by a list of proportion of themes and a 
ranking of motives according to number of oc
currences. 

The material 

The Tupi-Guararu tribe of the Pauserna Guara
sug'wa has been hardly ever noticed in ethnographic; 
research and literature: Until 1964 we have only 4 
short reports, based on fieldwork but of a few days : 
or exclusively linguistically oriented (Fonseca 1880-
81; Nordenskiold 1924;Snethlage 1935; von Horn ' 
1952, 1955). The texts analysed here are taken 
from , an unpublished ethnography worked out by 
the German ethnologist Riester after a field stay of 

8 menth 1964/65 in the village of the Guarasug'wa. 
The ethn~graphy is the only existing detailed 
research report on the tribe; religion arid world
view as well as the rich oral literature ar~ recorded 
here for the first time. 

The Pauserna-Guarasung'wa are the descendants 
.of those GuaranI, who according to Metraux 'left 
Paraguay around 1500 and immigrated into the 
lowlands of Eastern Bolivia. · The attempts to 
christianize the Pauserna-Guarasug'w!1, which began 
in the second half of the .last centUry, failed up to 
date .. Lasting contacts with the White go back to 

. 1880/1900 and led to a decimation of the Indians, 
who fled from threatenjng economic dependency 
and infectious diseases into the woods. The sur~ 
viving two groups of Guarasug'wa joined, and in 
1965 the tribe still consisted of 50 people. 

Today the nuclear patriliIiear family constitutes 
the independant economic unit of the tribe. Hunting 
and slash and bum farnling ate equally impertant 
for sUbsistence. However, hunting prevails in the 
thinking 'of the natives as the more werthw~e and 
merecPf.oductive.part of the economy. 

The analysis discussed here is based on all nar
ratives decl~ as authentic by , the Pausema
Guarasug'w3, in total 71 'tales reaching back to 
primeval times. Fer the purpose .of this amllysis the , 
question of true. authenticity has not been posed; 
it is sufficient, that the Pauserna-Guarasug'wa regard 
the texts as their very own tradition. The un~ 
published ethnegraphy (Riestet 1969) dees, hew
ever; contain some hints on possible diffusion and 
thematic analogy within the literature of other 
Guaranf tribes. 

Concepts and theoretical orientation 

One of the major theoretical aSsUmptiens of 
this study is usually maintained by ethnologists. 

. It considers the oral literature as an integral part 
of the socio-cultural tradition of a society, for the 
understanding of which an adequate study .of the 
texts proves, to be a necessary cendition. 'Quite a 
few scientists have commented up en the ebvieus 
lack of interest in this potentially fruitful field 
(f.i. Malinowskil926:, ,Levi-Strauss 1958; Dundes 
1964; Bascom 1965; Jacobs 1966). 



A second assumption is based on the conception 
of the oral tradition of a society as a system like 
language or kinship, whose underlying components 
can be validly identified and analysed. The hierarch
ical structure of systematically organized artifacts 
presupposes, that every single unit of the literature 
such as a tale must equally be regarded as a system. 
Following Waugh (1966), the structural study of 
those systems is conceptualized as a level of 
analysis, requiring 1) the isolation of recurrent 
structural units, 2) the identification of the existing 
or assumed relationships between the units and 3) 
the definition of the boundaries within which the 
units operate. 

In the present case the level of analysis is con
stituted by the overt behavior which detennines 
the narrative structure of the tale as a network of 
interrelated interaction. The methodological pro
cedure is based on Propp (l968rfor two reasons: 
1) to guarantee at least a partial comparability of 
the structural description and 2) because the basic 
criteria of identifying action elements provided by 
Propp (1928; first edition) have not only proved to 
be most useful but also seem to be theoretically 
safe on account of their convergence with the 
structural principles as laid down by Pike (1954) 
26 years later. Pike;s differentiation between a non
structural, comparative, "etic" approach and a 
structural "emic" one has been widely acknow
ledged; to a certain degree it was constitutive for 
the modern ethnographic theory of Ethnoscience 
(Sturtevant 1964). 

A structural emic. approach according to Pike 
(1954) can only be applied synchronically on one 
. culture at a time; the analysis of human behavior 
must be grounded on the reaction of the participants 
in the ongoing action; 2 units must not be consid ered 
different unless the reactive behavior of the parti
cipants within the system is different; the criteria 
underlying the structural description must be 
inherent to tl;te system and can only be described 
relative to the internal characteristics of the system. 

The corresponding principles of Propp (1968) 
are stated far less lucidly, but they coincide never
theless with the above requirements, the only ex
ception being the postulate of cultural specificity. 
Propp's fundamental prinCiple states, that the 
discrete particles of the stream of behavior (fune-
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tions) must be determined according to their 
. significance for the plot, that is, the "functions 
must be dermed according to their consequences" 
(1968; 21 ,67)~Since the consequences of an action 
are obviously identical with the reaction of the 
participants in the stream of behavior, the Pikean 
condition for the Idt.ntification of structural action 
units seems to be fulfilled. The same is true for the 
other criteria, as stated in detail in the forthcoming 
comprehensive report (Knorr 1971). 

In spite of the narrative structure finally de
termined fulfilling the essential criteria of Pike for 
an "emic" analysis, it cannot apriorily be taken for 
granted, that the underlying system does represent 
the cognitive scheme of classification of the 
Pausema-Guarasug'wa as would be required by 
Ethnoscience. The discrepancy stems from the fact, 
that narratives manifesting human behavior con
stitute closed systems of interaction, such allowing 
in a certain way the identification of action units 
independently of the participants in the culture 
the data belong to. This means, thlJt by taking into 
account cultural clues indicating closure, purpose 
and meaning of human behavior described in the 
narrative, a valid, objective and "emic" splitting up 
of the stream of behavior into relevant (within 
the narrative!) action units can be reached, and this 
without having to ask for the meaningful dis
tinction of the participants in the culture once the 
story has been told. It is, however, a necessary 
prerequisite of this procedure that the verbal 
formulations of the data material allow to establish 
the predominant focus unit of behavior and that 
the purpose and meaning of actions can be deduced 
from the reaction of the dramatis personae involved . 

. The method, the present work relies upon, for 
, the reasons mentioned above, was devised in 1928 
by Vladimir Propp, but was not translated into 
English before 1958. The translation initiated a far
reaching discussion on structural (as used by Propp) 
versus comparative (as used by the dominating 
Finnish school of folklorists historie-geographically 
oriented) methodology in oral literature research. 
The discussion led to a critical revision of the rather 
poor scientific knowledge in this field (f.i. Dundes 
1964; Jercobs 1966; Jason 1969), the result of 
which being a rising concern for new and promising 
aims and methods. The' procedure of Propp was 
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taken over by Dundes (1962; 1964; 1965),whose 
brilliant but superficious analysis of North American 
Indian tales stimulated a host of critical responses 
from fellow scientists. The main points of critique 
are of great importance for further research in this 
field and have been discussed exhaustively in the 
main ' report (Knorr 1971). ' They will be sum
marized briefly below. 

Propp studies the' morphology of a sample of 
,hundred Russian fairy tales in order to give a 
,descriptionofthe.tales "according to its component 
parts and the relationship of these components to 
each other and to the whole" (1968: 19). From the 
examination of the single texts Propp draws the con-

, clusion that the actions of dramatis personae have 
to be considered as constant recurrent units of the 

, tale. The deflnition of these morphological elements 
which are called "functions" is determined b~the 
following requirements: 1) the definition must not 
depend on the personage perfonning the action 
and 2) an action must not be deflped independently 
of its position in the plot; i.e. the significance of a 
given function within the plot must 'be considered. 
On thebliSis of these postUlafes '-the - fUiiCliori'-is ' 
defined as "action of a character, deflned from the 
point of 'iew of its significance for the plot" 
(1968:21).,' 

With the statement that the functions constitute 
,,"stable and constant elements of the tale, indepen
dent of how and by whom they are fulfilled" (1968: 
21), Propp exdudesthe dramatis personae from 
his elementary units. The critical point here is, 
that Propp does not - as has often been maintained 
(Fischer 1963, Nathhorst 1969) - ' disregard the 
acting personages aitogether, Jhrowjng away by 
this valid information. Propp himself isolated from 
his material 7 different types of dramatis personae 
(f.L "hero", "donor", ''villain''), devoting 3 chap
ters of his work to their description. The problem 
of narrative struct~e, his work fQcusses upon is, 
however ,sharply separated ,from the question of 
actorship. The dramatis personae of the story are 
of no importance whatsoever for the strupttiral 
analysis of human behavior as conceived by Propp. ' 

On the, basis of the above mentioned criteria 
Propp identifies for his sample of fairy tales 31 
different structural action elements such as "trick
ery","complicity", "villainy", "difficult task," or 

"provision or receipt of a magical agent" (Propp 
1968: 6-14). ,From a comparison of the structural 
patterns manifested-by the narratives he copcludes, 

,that the sequen.ce of functions (action elements) ,is 
always identical. This means 1) that within the single 
tale the action units follow one another in the same 
way as speqified by the overall sequence of 31 ' 
functions, and 2) that not eVery function of the 
comprehensive sequence must be present in every 
single tale, the selected units, showing nevertheless 
the specified order of succession. From his -post
ulate of identity, which can be shown to be easily 
rebutted (Nathhorst 1969; Knorr 1971), Propp 
derives the "law" that all fairy tales are of one type 
in regard to their structure. If the identity of 
sequence arid the law of one single type do not hold 
it seems to be justified ', to conceptualize" the 
Proppean overall sequence of 31 action elements as 
suggested by Levi~Strauss(1960): as a kind of . met a
structure that determines limits and.-it0ssible ' - , 

,combinations of the units of narrative structure. 
Dundes for his purpose connects the $cheme of , 

functions of Propp' With the structUral model of 
; ' P1ke ' 1f954), which' means eSSentially 1) 'a sub

stituti9n of the Pikean term .!'emic motir' 'or 
"motifeme" for Propp's "function" and 2) the mtrq
duction of thetenn "allomotif" for the alternative 
constituent elements of a function which had not 
been given a -special name QY Pr.opp. To give an 
exampl~, a murder, rape or kidnapping ' could be 
considered as some of the potential allomotives_ 
constituting the motif erne ''villainy'' (Du~deS , 
1964~ , . 

Besides the conceptual clarifications Dundes ef- ' 
fects - without explicitly recognizing jt - some 
rather far-reaching modifications of Propp's ap: 
proach, such as a change in the conceptual content 
of the action units; a considerable rise of: the level 

, of abstraction Dundes' motifemes op.erate ' on, 
leading to-the justified critique 1) that such an ab
stract pattern of narrative structure yields no more. 
than the trivial deSCription of the plot as "action" , 

, and "colUlteraction"2) that the pasic requirement of 
unit identification, the considering of the signific
ance of an action In 'the plot, is not fulfilled in a 
number of cases; 3) that together with the ex
clusion of any person of reference within an episode 
of the narrative the changes mentioned above cui-



minate in a splitting up' of the texts into very short, 
independent sequences ofmotifelhes that cannot be 
compared any longer with the concept of "move" 
as set up by Propp. 

Without taking account of the changes in method 
and procedure outlined abQve, Dundes (1964:94; 
1965:212) performs a cross cultural comparison 
between his results and thqse of Propp, pie emerging 

,striking structunil difference between North-Ame
rican and' Indo-European ' tales obviously being a 
mere artefact of the approach. The changes Dundes 
affectoo do not seem to be theoretically jUstified 
nor, do they add anything to an improvement of 
Propp's work. In the analysis of Guarasug'wa oral 
literature the influence of Dundes has therefore 
been restricted to the' u,se Of the concepts- '~moti
feme'! and "allomotif', which proyed to be 
adequate tools in the e~ination of conceptual ' 

, ambiguities. ' , 
The technique of structunil analysis followed QY 

us ' can now be ,summarized as follows. 'Based on . 
Propp, the unit of narrative structure (motifeme) is 
det~ned as, an action or behavior-complex of. a 
'dramatis persona, defmed from the point of view 
,of its significance for the .inclusive action or plot. 
It iS 'important to realize, that within, the fraine of 
a tale a single action as well as a sum of actions may 
correspond to one motifeme; The fallacy of Dundes' 
all too high level of abstraction calls for a primary 
'consideration of every single fact stated in the nar-l 
rative as a potential action unit. No apriori ex-' 
clusion of any behavioral statement can be justified. 
For the followingelimiilation of structurally re-' , 
dundant behavior~segments or for the combination 
9f minimum el~ments into structqral1y meaningful 
units the' following criterium has proved useful: 
'every single action or behavi.or compl~x, which 
presents a necessary condition for the. sequence of 
events, has to be considered as one unit of the nar
rative structure. To give an ,ex;utlple, the carefully 
described preparation of a weapon and the physical: 
~ovements of its appliance may possibly be ignored 
on the level of motifemes, since the participants'in 
the plot presumably react on the severe .injury 
'murder as 'a single whole and not on the physic~l 
!lctionparts of it , 

It seems obvious, that the action units found by 
this procedure ,cannot lie all ori the same level of 
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abstraCtion,. but will vary according 'to the focus of 
attention of-the reacting dram'atis personae, There 
does, "however, eXist · a predeminant focus unit 
coinciding best with a concise vel'sion of the tale 
and allowing to'logically reconstruct' the ~ctions and 
events necessary ,'for pr~erving its meaning. The 
talesas ' a whole consists of o'ne or more epis04es 
whose volume and limitS must be detive4 from the 
ongoing: plot,. Propp.'s cfrcular reasoning of defining 
the episode ("move") as a certain sequence of 
rnotifernes and then proving the identity of moti
femic sequen<:es for this very episode suggests the 
necessity of an "external" definition of the latter, 
i.e. a defInition not based on the serial occurrence of 
certain action units. hi th~ present work ithas I;>een 
attempted to guarantee the independence of episode 
("move") und structural pattern (recurring series of 
motifemes'in different tales)'by 'defining the former 
as a series of iriterrelated events, which 1) migh~ 
eXist a~ an independent nuclear t~ and 2) whose 
scheme of motifemes constitutes a logically closed 
and ' coherent whole. The minimum of an episode 
can, be ,described ' as a coilflict and its .solutign or 
att~nipted solution. Acfion-complexeS inserted be. 
twe.en' those units ' that are 'instrumental for the' 
.(atfempted) ,solution, as the v';USuing and acquiring 
of help, by the above definition are nof to be co~ 
sidered as autoilomol,lS episodes; since they prove 
t() be meaningl~s, without the fraine of reference 
of the comprehensive series of events. It is important 
to note, that the criterium of considering the 
significance of an action for the plot, while allow
ing the distinction of instr\lmental acts from the , 
very solut:U;n~of the 'conflict, does not provide a, 
means fot distinguishing between episodes and 
simply 'extended action sequences. 

The above argument implie$, that the structural 
pat'terns isolated have not been presupposed, the . 
present analysis being ·a test of their relevance, (a 
proced~re followed by Dundes 1964:61), but have 
exclusively 'been derived from, the narratives them
selves, the 'pro~dure . being inductive and emic 
rather than deductive-hypothetical. 

Methodol?sY. 

Now that the major concepts and techniqud 
used have been defined it wiU be neceSsary to in-
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clude a step by step discussion of the procedure 
that was followed in realizing the major aim of the 
study, which is a de.$cription of the narrative struc
ture of an oral literature and the determination of 
its cultural implications. 

The fIfSt examination the texts have been 'under
gone was a careful reading of the single narrat~ves in 
order to specify their action units according to the 
~eaning of the action within the plot. To a vast 
degree it was possible to eliminate open questions 
by using the comments of the Pauserna-Guarasug'wll 
on the content of the tales (Riester 1969), or by 
directly containing the eijmographer. The sequences 
of motif ernes were taken down 3 times independent
ly for every narrative, with several months of time 
between the' different examinations. Diverging 
judgements of the same nanative which could not 
be explained away by consulting the ethnographer 
or the Guarasug'wa comments have been labelled 
as open to further investigations. Because of the 
low number of those unclear elements the cor
responding tales have not been eliminated froJ.ll the 
fmal analysis. 

Structurally equivalent action units of diffeJ;ent 
tales have been designated by the same name, the 
latter specifying a major aspect of the meaning of 
the motifeme. This verbal expression serves only to 
facilitate the reading of the analysis and discussion 
and must not be confused with the very substance 
and cultural significance of the rnotifeme, which 
is represented exclusively by the total sum of al
lomotives constituting it. A good example ·is given 
by the motifeme labelled "Aggression", where the 
verbal expression stresses the aspect of active attack, 
whereas the actua1 realisation of the motifeme in 
the tales goes hand in hand with a varying focus 
ranging from the attack mentioned above to the in
jury endured by the person affected. - The isolated 
pattern of units of action as well as a repetition of 
the original narrative based exclusively on the moti
femes identified is given in the comprehensive 
study (Knorr 1971). ' 

The sequences of structural equivaJen t motif ernes 
in different tales led to the formulation of 3 
diverging structural patterns, distinguished by an 
overall focus on the units "command-violation", 
"injury-injury liquidated" and "lack-lack liquidat
ed". For every structural pattern a list of the cor-

responding motifemes characterized 1) by their 
distribution within the other motifemes, episodes, 
and the literature as a whole; 2) by their correlation 
to other motifemes; 3) by their occurrence in ,other 
structural patterns; 4) by the number and kind of 
allomotives and 5) by reference to the relevant 
scientific literature has been given. Much stress has 
been laid on finding and discussing regularities of 
~ctorship and interactive position within the group 
of allomotives of a pattern motifeme. In order to 
intensify the analysis of regularities and in order to 
get away from simple proportions, a statistical 
tecJmique has been developed which essentially 
presents a modification of a technique of content 
analysis aiming at a determination of the con
tingency structure between different categories of 
a text (Osgood 1959). The technique has been used 
by Sebeok (1959) for an examination of the as
socia tion between the etic motives of the Thompson
Index. In its modified version it proved useful 
especially for the analysis of structural relationships 
between motifemes, actors, and both of them. 

A word must be added to the "etic" motif-
. analysis constituting the second part of the study 
which has not been discussed so far. A motif is a 
nonstructural, "etic" element of a folktale ranging 
from simple acts or impressions ' to the events of a 
whole episode. It is conceptualized for a compar~ 
ative, historic-geographic approach to folk-liter
ature. The motif is not based on any definitive 
criterium of identification, the classification of an 
event, item, or picture as a "motif" to a certain 
degree being left to the judgement of the researcher. 
The folktale elements found noteworthy so far by 
folklorists have been gathered by Stith Thompson 
in the well-known Motif-Index of Folk Literature, 
whose second edition (1955-58) for the first time 
includes motives from South America. The latter 
are, however, restricted to the scarce, available 
material, such as summaries of myths and tales 
given in the Handbook of South American Indians 
(Steward 1946-1950) and the collections of M,etraux 
(1932, 1939, 1946). The relative great number of 
"new" motives found in the present material must 
therefore be understood in the light of the strong 
predominance of Indo-European motives within the 
Index. The new motives, which should be hic1uded 
in an enlarged and revised edition of the Index, 



hopefully contribute to a more balanced picture of 
wordlwide motif-distributions. 

The second part of the study includes 1) a 
listing of the motif-content together with a brief 
summary of every single tale; 2) an index of the. 
motives found in the Pausema-Guarasug'wa liter- . 
ature . according to topic, coinciding with the 
presentation of the Thompson Index; 3) an alphlr 
betical index of the Guarasug'w1l. motives and 4) 
statistical information on the most important and 
outstanding types of motives including a raiuc.
ordering according to the number of occurrences. 

Since the "etic" motif-analy~is is based ona well
established and largely used comparative method, 
the adequate application of which requires a detailed 
knowledge of Thompson's Motif-Index, the pro
cedure will not be outlined -here any further. For 
some problems of motif-identification and validity 
see Knorr (1971) . . 

'to be continued 
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